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Deluxe Album of Fiddle Waltzes & Slow Airs 2011-02-25
canadian fiddler bill guest has collected and arranged 58 great fiddle waltzes written by a
superb collection of contemporary fiddlers the tunes are scored for violin solo duet or trio this
book comes with a stereo listening cd which demonstrates 30 songs from the book

Favorite American Waltzes for Fiddle 2011-01-24
continuing the reissue of the classic phillips collection of traditional american fiddle tunes
volume 2 favorite american waltzes for fiddle presents over 110 classic and lesser known country
waltzes from all parts of the united states some with multiple versions all the pieces are
transcribed from performances of the greatest traditional fiddlers of the past and present
including benny thomasson howdy forrester j t perkins lloyd wanzer jay ungar vivian williams skip
gorman texas shorty kenny baker and dozens more bowings and chord accompaniment are included this
book will also be of value to students of classical music and suzuki trained children teachers
are you looking for short pieces that will solidify scales yet won t bore your students tired of
the same old classical etudes waltzes are played slowly enough to not be intimidating but also
serve as effective and fun exercises for all violin students not just fiddlers the arrangements
range from easy single notes first position to advanced double stops and upper positions and they
illustrate america s great tradition of fiddling

Deluxe Album of Fiddle Waltzes & Slow Airs 2015-04-29
canadian fiddler bill guest has collected and arranged 58 great fiddle waltzes written by a
superb collection of contemporary fiddlers the tunes are scored for violin solo duet or trio this
book comes with a stero listening audio available online which demonstrates 30 songs from the
book

Mel Bay's Deluxe Album of Fiddle Waltzes & Slow Airs 1997-07
canadian fiddler bill guest has collected and arranged 58 great fiddle waltzes written by a
superb collection of contemporary fiddlers the tunes are scored for violin solo duet or trio this
book comes with a stereo listening cd which demonstrates 30 songs from the book

Anthology of Fiddle Dance Tunes 2021-12-17
in this generous collection nova scotian fiddler bill guest presents standard notation of easy to
intermediate level traditional tunes some of his own more complex original compositions plus
works by twenty one of his canadian fiddling contemporaries the collection offers approximately
120 dance tunes including waltzes hornpipes jigs polkas two steps airs breakdowns reels swing
tunes and a few 4 4 melodies for slow dancers the irish washerwoman is presented in 3 versions
with different time signatures and five selections are arranged as duets the salient feature of
this book however is the enjoyment and multifaceted musical perspective gained from playing the
work of so many fiddlers from across the vast commonwealth of canada

A Hundred Favorite Fiddle Tunes: Solos and Duets 2010-10-07
one hundred great fiddle solos and duets on reels waltzes jigs hornpipes two steps breakdowns
clogs and schottisches by well known canadian fiddle bill guest this book was compiled mainly for
the violin student who is interested in learning to play old time fiddle music suggested bowings
are marked in some tunes chord symbols are included for accompaniment

Texas Style Fiddlin' Workshop 2016-05-24
this book was written to be used as a learning tool and a reference for intermediate level fiddle
players who have reading ability it presents tunes with bowing and fingering specific to this
style and progresses in difficulty with each tune this book provides information about bowing



styles and playing in fiddle contests many of the tunes are transcribed from the playing of
herman johnson a five time national fiddle champion as well as other great fiddlers using the cd
that is included with this book will be helpful for understanding the bowings and the style of
the tunes the tunes are played by jeanine orme at a moderate tempo learning tool and a reference
for intermediate level fiddle players presents tunes with bowing and fingering specific to texas
style fiddling book progresses in difficulty with each tune tunes appropriate for fiddle contests
many tunes in the style of herman johnson and other great fiddlers

The Lovers' Waltz 2010-10-07
composed and arranged by jay ungar and molly mason this beautiful romantic waltz is the title cut
of their critically acclaimed cd on angel records this melody has become one of their most
requested tunes in concert perfect for weddings this carefully prepared violin solo or duet
arrangement with piano accompaniment presents the theme 3 times through beginning in g and
modulating d the piano violin score also includes suggested guitar chords the arrangement
accurately captures the rhythms harmonies and chord voicings of jay and molly s concert and
recorded performances convenient pull out parts are provided for the violinists jay ungar is
nationally recognized for having composed and performed ashokan farewell the theme of the pbs
series the civil war the lover s waltz is also available in a solo piano edition be molly mason

Fiddle Tunes for Two Violas 2011-03-11
this book contains a selection of fiddle tunes arranged for two violas the idea is to supply a
sampling of melodies that will be fun for beginning players one of the drawbacks of the classic
way of teaching viola is the boredom of some of the early pedagogic repertoire this book is meant
to be an antidote to that tedium fiddle tunes are great ways to become accustomed to typical
manipulations of major scales and to introduce the sound of arpeggios the tunes were chosen for
their fun melodic content while demonstrating some typical aspects of fiddling they are grouped
in five categories fiddle tunes slow tunes bluegrass jigs and rags and swing the included split
track cd demonstrates many of the tunes with guitar accompaniment

Favorite Swedish Fiddle Tunes 2010-10-07
swedish fiddle music has been greatly influenced by the surrounding countries evidence of this
can be found in the names of some types of tunes such as polska from poland schottis a
schottische from scotland and engelska from england other popular types of tunes included in this
collection are gånglåt which is a kind of march brudmarsch which is a wedding tune skänklåt which
is played at weddings when gifts are given to the bride and groom and vals a waltz with swedish
music being very much an aural tradition there are almost as many versions of tunes as there are
people who play them for this reason the notation does not include much ornamentation leaving it
up to the player second parts have been included with some of the tunes each tune includes a
translation of the title

The Craig Duncan Master Fiddle Solo Collection 2011-02-24
presents 140 of the most frequently played tunes in old time fiddle contests as well as the most
popular bluegrass square dance and country tunes heard throughout the united states the
performance length arrangements of contest tunes include standard as well as challenging
variations on hoe downs rags polkas show pieces and waltzes complete with suggested accompaniment
chords this encyclopedia of fiddle tunes and variations spotlights american popular fiddle music
as played by the great fiddlers of our time

Appalachian Fiddle Music 2021-02-18
appalachian fiddle music based on the musical traditions of the people who settled in the
mountainous regions of the southeastern united states is widely known and played throughout north
america and parts of europe because of its complex rhythms its catchy melodies and its often



ancient sounding stylistic qualities the authors explore the lives and music of 43 of the classic
appalachian fiddlers who were active during the first half of the 20th century some of them were
recorded commercially in the 1920s such as gid tanner fiddlin john carson and charlie bowman some
were recorded by folklorists from the library of congress such as william stepp emmett lundy and
marion reece others were recorded informally by family members and visitors such as john salyer
emma lee dickerson and manco sneed all of them played throughout most of their lives and
influenced the growth and stylistic elements of fiddle music in their regions each fiddler has
been given a chapter with a biography several tune transcriptions and tune histories to show the
richness of the music the authors make a special effort to show the musical elements in detail
but also acknowledge that nothing can take the place of listening many of the classic recordings
used in this book can be found on the web allowing you to hear and read the music together

Fiddle Tunes from Mississippi 2021-09-30
in 2015 university press of mississippi published mississippi fiddle tunes and songs from the
1930s by harry bolick and stephen t austin to critical acclaim and commercial success roughly
half of mississippi s rich old time fiddle tradition was documented in that volume and harry
bolick has spent the intervening years working on this book its sequel beginning with tony
russell s original mid 1970s fieldwork as a reference and later working with russell bolick
located and transcribed all of the mississippi 78 rpm string band recordings some of the
recording artists like the leake county revelers hoyt ming and his pep steppers and narmour smith
had been well known in the state others like the collier trio were obscure this collecting work
was followed by many field trips to mississippi searching for and locating the children and
grandchildren of the musicians previously unheard recordings and stories unseen photographs and
discoveries of nearly unknown local fiddlers such as jabe dillon john gatwood claude kennedy and
homer grice followed the results are now available in this second companion volume fiddle tunes
from mississippi commercial and informal recordings 1920 2018 two hundred and seventy musical
examples supplement the biographies and photographs of the thirty five artists documented here
music comes from commercial recordings and small pressings of 78 rpm 45 rpm and lp records
collectors field recordings and the musicians own home tape and disc recordings taken together
these two volumes represent a delightfully comprehensive survey of mississippi s fiddle tunes

American Fiddle Tunes for Acoustic Guitar 2019-06-14
eighteen all time favorite fiddle tunes arranged for solo fingerstyle guitar including merle
watson s famous rendition of bonaparte s retreat all arrangements are shown in standard notation
and tablature includes access to online audio of all the tunes in the book played by the author
at actual tempo

Top Fiddle Solos 2011-01-13
if you are looking for exciting and challenging fiddle solos by one of america s hottest fiddlers
this book is for you contains craig s outstanding fiddle arrangements on dueling fiddles rocky
top black mountain rag tennessee waltz faded love cajun fiddle jole blon gardenia waltz draggin
the bow granny does your dog bite black eyed suzie wabash cannonball and many more presents 60
great fiddling tunes the cd is sparkling stereo listening recording featuring craig duncan backed
up by a top nashville country rhythm section

Exploring Country and Bluegrass Fiddle 2021-10-13
from the author s preface this book was conceived four years ago almost to the day at a time when
i was teaching fiddle and mandolin in new york city it was my idea then with my students in mind
to compile a book of the most often played most important and most interesting fiddle tunes from
the various celtic and north american traditions the tunes were chosen by cataloging a large
number of recordings by tune title a tally was taken to find out which had been recorded most
often this established a foundation of material that could not be left out to this list i added
the names of other pieces which had not been recorded as frequently but which i knew were played



regularly and with respect i admit to sprinkling the collection with a few lesser known tunes
which happen to be personal favorites but i am sure they will hold their own when placed next to
the old war horses of the fiddler s repertoire although i started out with my students in mind
this book has turned out to be the book that i ve always wanted and i hope that it will serve the
advanced player as well as the beginner

The Fiddler's Fakebook 1983-01-06
this book which includes 308 tune transcriptions is organized around individual fiddlers who
typically combine appalachian style fiddling with rags pop standards midwest style fiddling and
sometimes a touch of western swing to create a style often identifiable as ozarks thirty ozarks
fiddlers and their lives are highlighted with biographical sketches photographs and tune
histories another 50 great ozarks fiddlers are presented in a similar manner but with less detail
the book and accompanying cd with 37 tunes many recorded in the field emphasize the older
fiddling traditions connected to the square dances and community events more than those connected
to bluegrass music and modern contest fiddling some of the tunes in the collection are old
standbys such as bile them cabbage while others such as finley creek blues are unique to the
region the book is the result of years of work by two respected researchers gordon mccann won the
prestigious missouri arts award in 2002 for his decades of work documenting studying and
accompanying ozarks fiddle music drew beisswenger a music librarian at missouri state university
with a ph d in ethnomusicology has published three other works about fiddle music and is known
for his strong transcription and analysis skills

Ozarks Fiddle Music 2016-04-19
this book was written to be used as a learning tool for beginners who read music it presents very
easy tunes to learn the basics of bowing and style and progresses in difficulty with each tune
all of the arrangements are renditions that the author plays and has heard other fiddlers play
many of the tunes are done in the style of herman johnson a five time national fiddle champion

The Fiddlin' Workshop 2011-02-09
includes a wealth of fiddling lore and illustrations a guide to buying a fiddle and bow tips on
learning and playing the fiddle over 800 listings of books records fiddling and bluegrass
organizations fiddling schools and camps violin making supplies films etc information about
fiddle contests

The Fiddler's Almanac 1985
the texas folklore society has been alive and kicking for over one hundred years now and i don t
really think there s any mystery as to what keeps the organization going strong the secret to our
longevity is simply the constant replenishment of our body of contributors we are especially
fortunate in recent years to have had papers given at our annual meetings by new members young
members many of whom are college or even high school students these presentations are oftentimes
given during sessions right alongside some of our oldest members we ve also had long time members
who ve been around for years but had never yet given papers thankfully they finally took the
opportunity to present their research fulfilling the mission of the tfs to collect preserve and
present the lore of texas and the southwest you ll find in this book some of the best articles
from those presentations the first fruits of our youngest or newest members include acayla haile
on the folklore of plants familiar and well respected names like j rhett rushing and kenneth w
davis discuss folklore about monsters and the classic widow s revenge tale these works and the
people who produced them represent the secret behind the history of the texas folklore society as
well as its future kenneth l untiedt

First Timers and Old Timers 2012
basic fiddlers philharmonic old time fiddle tunes is absolutely perfect for introducing fiddling



to your youngest string players eleven tunes from the old time american fiddling tradition are
presented first in a simplified basic version of the tune printed with note names in the note
heads following the philharmonic format the tune is then presented in an advanced but still
accessible version of the tune several options for simple back ups and very basic improvisation
tips are provided for each instrument basic fiddlers philharmonic keeps each version on its own
staff to avoid confusing young readers and lyrics are included where applicable the accompaniment
audio features recordings of both versions as well as a back up track for play along at home or
in class a federation festivals 2020 2024 selection

Basic Fiddlers Philharmonic Old-Time Fiddle Tunes 2007-11
basic fiddlers philharmonic old time fiddle tunes is absolutely perfect for introducing fiddling
to your youngest string players eleven tunes from the old time american fiddling tradition are
presented first in a simplified basic version of the tune printed with note names in the note
heads following the philharmonic format the tune is then presented in an advanced but still
accessible version of the tune several options for simple back ups and very basic improvisation
tips are provided for each instrument basic fiddlers philharmonic keeps each version on its own
staff to avoid confusing young readers and lyrics are included where applicable

Basic Fiddlers Philharmonic: Old-Time Fiddle Tunes for Violin
2007-10-04
at last the excitement of traditional folk fiddling can be experienced by your entire string
orchestra written by two renowned educators this fun and motivating collection of 16 cross
cultural fiddle tunes is presented in a unique format that makes it perfect for players of any
level or age each tune includes a solo version followed by a 3 part arrangement for group
performance chord symbols for improvisation additional instruments guitar mandolin etc are also
included

Fiddlers Philharmonic Encore! 2012-06-06
dirt simple fiddle will teach you the basics of the instrument to get you playing tunes in no
time this book covers technique reading fiddle bowings and ornaments included are simple tunes
such as angline the baker arkansas traveler battle of new orleans billy the lowground boil the
cabbage down cripple creek devil s dream liberty liza jane and more the book comes with
accompanying audio

Dirt Simple Fiddle 1791
since the 1960 s here has been an extraordinary revival of old time string band music in
california and indeed throughout the american west despite being born blind kenny hall has been a
mainstay of many fiddle festivals and of the western fiddle and string band revival in general
kenny s musical style is passionate and energetic this book is a helpful guide to his vast
repertoire learned through years of careful listening it is also a wonderful addition to the
fiddler s bookshelf and a fitting tribute to a man who for many an aspiring fiddler has been a
friend guide exemplar and patron many of the tunes includes nonsense lyrics that kenny used to
help him remember the melody and each tune is accompanied by kenny s comments the book is divided
into five chapters fiddle based tunes fiddle faddle mandolin based tunes rags tags and wags
waltzes tunes from an origin other than the united states or the british isles kenny s rambles
and vocal based pieces including lyrics songs ballads ditties some of the transcriptions are
written primarily for fiddle or mandolin but most tunes can be performed on either instrument
this deluxe guide to kenny hall s vast repertoire offers fans of old time music a great way to
get to know kenny and his music



Four Favourite Waltz's ... For the Harp, Harpsichord or Violin,
with their proper figures 2011-03-04
southern fiddlers and fiddle contests explores the phenomenon of american fiddle contests which
now have replaced dances as the main public event where american fiddlers get together chris
goertzen studies this change and what it means for audiences musicians traditions and the future
of southern fiddle music goertzen traces fiddling and fiddle contests from mid eighteenth century
scotland to the modern united states he takes the reader on journeys to the important large
contests such as those in hallettville texas galax virginia weiser idaho and also to smaller ones
including his favorite in athens alabama he reveals what happens on stage and during such off
stage activities as camping jamming and socializing which many fiddlers consider much more
important than the competition through multiple interviews goertzen also reveals the fiddlers
lives as told in their own words the reader learns how and in what environments these fiddlers
started playing where they perform today how they teach what they think of contests and what
values they believe fiddling supports southern fiddlers and fiddle contests shows how such
contests have become living embodiments of american nostalgia

Kenny Hall's Music Book: Old Time Music - Fiddle & Mandolin
2009-12-16
old time stringband workshop for fiddle is one in a set of four books each with a matching
collection of 40 traditional type fiddle tunes arranged to develop ensemble and jam session
playing skills with other acoustic instruments as well as to expand your repertoire of tunes the
music is presented in notation with annotations for playing techniques and variations a bonus
arrangement of star of the county down is available as a free download see melbay com 21763

Southern Fiddlers and Fiddle Contests 2012-03-01
at last the excitement of traditional folk fiddling can be experienced by your entire string
orchestra written by two renowned educators this fun and motivating collection of 16 cross
cultural fiddle tunes is presented in a unique format that makes it perfect for players of any
level or age each tune includes a solo version followed by a 3 part arrangement for group
performance chord symbols for improvisation additional instruments guitar mandolin etc are also
included

Old Time Stringband Workshop for Fiddle 2011-03-11
paul paradise has selected and edited 26 beautiful strauss waltzes specifically for string
quartet or string orchestra the pieces were chosen to provide each player with a meaningful part
and have been assembled according to level of difficulty and edited with contemporary fingerings
and bowings contents are tales from the vienna woods op 325 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 artist s life op
316 waltz no 1 2 3 4 5 wine woman and song op 333 waltz no 1 2 3 4 viennese blood op 354 waltz no
1 2 3 4 coda emperor waltz op 437 waltz no 1 2 3 4

Fiddlers Philharmonic 2007
this collection will fill the need for those fiddlers who are searching for a better
understanding of fiddle styles conveniently gathered together is a collection of fiddle tunes in
many styles from different locations and from a variety of fiddlers each tune is carol ann s
favorite arrangement with her own personal touch you will benefit from 20 years of experience in
the violin world and 30 years in the fiddle world the author has won fiddle contests in old time
canadian texas scottish plus trick and fancy divisions in one collection you will have access to
a collection of a lifetime



The Best of Johann Strauss, Jr. Waltzes 2010-10-07
basic fiddlers philharmonic old time fiddle tunes is absolutely perfect for introducing fiddling
to your youngest string players eleven tunes from the old time american fiddling tradition are
presented first in a simplified basic version of the tune printed with note names in the note
heads following the philharmonic format the tune is then presented in an advanced but still
accessible version of the tune several options for simple back ups and very basic improvisation
tips are provided for each instrument basic fiddlers philharmonic keeps each version on its own
staff to avoid confusing young readers and lyrics are included where applicable the accompaniment
cd features recordings of both versions as well as a back up track for play along at home or in
class

Carol Ann's Collection of Fiddle Tunes 2015-12-08
canadian fiddle music receives the credit and recognition it deserves in this lively collection
of tunes from virtually every province and ethnic group in canada originally published in 1990
this project is the result of generous donations by numerous fiddlers and fans of fiddle music in
addition to the preservation and popularization of this folk music form the contributors shared
these common goals in this endeavor composer recognition folk music revitalization in canada and
abroad acknowledgement of the violin and its own origins in the development of fiddle music and
its place in canadian society note reading and chording and to pay tribute to many great fiddlers
this revised edition features contributions of 200 of the best tunes from the first printing as
well as 200 new tunes they consist of hornpipes strathspeys polkas waltzes calypsos reels clogs
two steps jigs airs breakdowns schottishes marches rags and laments a bibliography and the
background of each composer is included

Basic Fiddlers Philharmonic 1868
a unique collection of 66 fiddle tunes illustrating the major regional styles found across
america and canada this book contains rare vintage photographs player s biographical profiles
historical and performance notes bowing indications and information on cross tunings and the
american institution of fiddle contests the authors have collaborated brilliantly on this labor
of love to produce a definitive volume of tunes transcribed from recordings by many of the best
fiddlers in north america exemplary tunes are included from the northeast southeast and western
regions plus various widespread ethnic styles including cajun irish scandinavian klezmer and
eastern european styles

Canadian Fiddle Music Volume 1 2016-04-13
championship contest fiddling contains painstakingly detailed transcriptions of 44 fiddle tunes
as they were played by thirteen champions of the national old time fiddlers contest held in
weiser idaho in addition to the tunes the book includes excerpts of extensive interviews with
these champions where they offer advice on how to play in the contest style prepare for contests
and deal with nerves adapt and arrange tunes to make them your own and play with drive among many
other topics it is an indispensable resource for fiddlers seeking to understand contest fiddling
better and prepare for fiddle contests or learn some great tunes from the masters includes audio
cd of the actual piece played during the contest

Old-Time Fiddling Across America 1978
named for a popular local fiddle tune the crooked stovepipe is a rollicking detailed first ever
study of the indigenous fiddle music and social dancing enjoyed by the gwich in athapaskan
indians and other tribal groups in northeast alaska the yukon and the northwest territories
though the music has obvious roots in the british isles french canada and the american south the
gwich in have used it in shaping their own aesthetic which is apparent in their choice of fiddle
tunings bowing techniques foot clogging and a distinctively stratified tune repertoire craig
mishler treats this rural subarctic artistic tradition as a distinctive regional style akin to



cajun bluegrass or string band music he uses convergence theory as the framework for showing how
this aesthetic came about his skillful use of personal anecdotes interviews music examples dance
diagrams and photographs will appeal to general readers interested in folk music and dance as
well as to specialists

The New York serenading waltz 1993
continuing the reissue of the classic phillips collection of traditional american fiddle tunes
volume 2 favorite american hornpipes for fiddle presents over a hundred classic and lesser known
fiddle tunes in hornpipe style from all parts of the united states some with multiple versions
all tunes transcribed from the playing of some of the greatest traditional fiddlers of the past
and present including benny thomasson bob walters howdy forrester james bryan rodney miller
ruthie dornfeld and many more bowings and chord accompaniment are included this book will also be
of value to students of classical music teachers are you looking for short pieces that will
solidify scales and arpeggios that don t bore your students tired of the same old classical
etudes hornpipes can also serve as effective and fun exercises for all violin students not just
fiddlers many of them could have come right out of the baroque period of art music but they also
illustrate some of america s great tradition of fiddling

Championship Contest Fiddling 2011-02-24

Whistler's Waltz

The Crooked Stovepipe

Favorite American Hornpipes for Fiddle
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